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This report reviews the status of the BTX industry and related production and recovery technologies as of mid year 2008. It is the latest in a series of earlier PEP reports covering various aspects of the industry two of which were issued year end 2006. The current report incorporates and updates information from the earlier reports.

In today’s aromatics complex extractive distillation appears to be the preferred method for recovering benzene or benzene/toluene from mixed C6/C7 aromatic/paraffin mixtures. The GTC Technology GT-BTX™ extractive distillation process was evaluated in one of the earlier reports. The current report includes evaluations of Uhde’s Morphpylene™ and Single Column Morphpylene™ extractive distillation processes.

Another technology focus of this report is BTX recovery from pyrolysis gasoline. Included is an evaluation of SK Corporation’s pyrolysis gasoline upgrading process. Two versions of the process are patented: one uses a C6+ pygas feed (full range) and the other a C7+ pygas feed (debenzenized). The latter is the subject of the evaluation.
SRIC agrees to assign professionally qualified personnel to the preparation of the Process Economics Program’s reports and will perform the work in conformance with generally accepted professional standards. No other warranties expressed or implied are made. Because the reports are of an advisory nature, neither SRIC nor its employees will assume any liability for the special or consequential damages arising from the Client’s use of the results contained in the reports. The Client agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold SRIC, its officers, and employees harmless from any liability to any third party resulting directly or indirectly from the Client’s use of the reports or other deliverables produced by SRIC pursuant to this agreement.

For detailed marketing data and information, the reader is referred to one of the SRI Consulting programs specializing in marketing research. THE CHEMICAL ECONOMICS HANDBOOK Program covers most major chemicals and chemical products produced in the United States and the WORLD PETROCHEMICALS PROGRAM covers major hydrocarbons and their derivatives on a worldwide basis. In addition the SRIC DIRECTORY OF CHEMICAL PRODUCERS services provide detailed lists of chemical producers by company, product, and plant for the United States, Western Europe, Canada, and East Asia, South America and Mexico.
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